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Summary
Queen’s Park Community Council (QPCC) released an estimated 0.76 tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalents (t CO2e) from the 1st April 2019 to 31st March 2020 (the base year). Direct (scope 1)
emissions accounted for 0% of reported emissions. Indirect emissions resulting from the purchase of
energy (scope 2) accounted for 100% of reported emissions. Other indirect emissions (scope 3)
accounted for 0% of reported emissions; these were not quantified in this audit due to reporting
boundaries.
The council has several good practices in place which are outlined along with recommendations for
next steps set out at the end of the audit.
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Context
The 2018 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Special Report on Global Warming reported
that in order to limit temperature increase to 1.5 ℃ and catastrophic climate breakdown, global
emissions must reach net-zero by 20501. In order to reach this target rapid decarbonisation is required
across industry and government.
In February 2020 the council declared a climate emergency and committed to the ambitious target of
achieving net-zero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions for council operations by May 20222. The
parish’s principal council, Westminster City Council (WCC), has also declared a climate emergency
and committed to becoming a carbon neutral council by 2030 and city by 20403.
The council operates a small operation, in the base year there were two members of staff working a
total of 1.55 full-time equivalents (FTE) between them. For events the council used the contractor,
Happy Lizzy Event Planning4, who ran four events on behalf of the council in the reporting period.
This audit will inform the development of environmental policies for the council and be the first step in
a road-map to carbon neutrality.
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IPCC Global Warming of 1.5 ºC — Special Report
Queen's Park Parish Declares Climate Emergency
3
Westminster City Council — Climate Emergency
4
Happy Lizzy Event Planning
2
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Greenhouse Gas Inventory
Methodology
The GHG inventory is reported in accordance with ISO Standard 14064-1 (2018): Specification with
guidance at the organization level for quantification and reporting of greenhouse gas emissions and
removals5.
The core principles of the ISO 14064-1 (2018) standard are:
●

Relevance - Select the GHG sources, GHG sinks, GHG reservoirs, data and methodologies
appropriate to the needs of the intended user.

●

Completeness - Include all relevant GHG emissions and removals.

●

Consistency - Enable meaningful comparisons in GHG-related information.

●

Accuracy - Reduce bias and uncertainties as far as is practical.

●

Transparency - Disclose sufficient and appropriate GHG-related information to allow
intended users to make decisions with reasonable confidence.

All GHG emissions are converted into units of carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e) based on their global
warming potential (GWP) as published by the IPCC6.
Since direct measurement is not always practical, GHG emissions are quantified using a calculation
based on GHG activity (eg. electricity consumption) multiplied by GHG conversion factors as
published by the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS)7.

GHG Emission = Activity Data x Conversion Factor

5

See Appendix 1
Global Warming Potentials (IPCC Second Assessment Report)
7
See Appendix 2
6
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Base Year
The 2019/20 financial year, 1st April 2019 to 31st March 2020, was decided to be used as the base
year for quantifying GHG emissions. This was the most recent year before the disruption to the
activities of the council from the Covid-19 pandemic. If the council undergoes any major structural or
operational changes the base year should be updated to reflect this.

Organisational Boundaries
Organisational boundaries are used to determine how GHG emissions are accounted. Organisations
can choose to account their GHG emissions based on three different approaches8:
●

Equity share - an organisation accounts for it’s portion GHG emissions and removals of
assets in which it has equity in.

●

Financial control - an organisation accounts for all GHG emissions and removals over which
it has financial control.

●

Operational control - an organisation accounts for all GHG emissions and removals over
which it has operational control.

QPCC does not have equity in any assets with associated GHG emissions, meaning the equity share
approach is not appropriate for the intended use of this report. As such QPCC will report the GHG
emissions over which it has financial and operational control.

GHG Emissions and Removals
Emissions
Scope 1
Direct emissions from activities owned or controlled by the council. As the council neither owns nor
controls any assets with associated emissions it’s direct scope 1 emissions are zero.
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See Appendix 1
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Scope 1 emissions (t CO2e)

0

Scope 2
The emissions associated with the purchase of electricity and heat, from the operation of the council’s
office in the Beethoven Centre. Gas and electricity consumption figures were provided by A2Dominion
and are detailed in Appendix 3 9.
The council’s proportion of this consumption was estimated using the percentage of the floor total
area of the Beethoven Centre that we occupy. Total area of the Beethoven Centre was given as 1032
square metres in the 2019 EPC10. The QPCC office area is 18 square metres. Details of these
calculations can be seen in Appendix 4 11.

Scope 2 emissions (t CO2e)

0.7576

Scope 3
Any other indirect emissions that arise as a result of the council’s actions but over which the council
has neither financial nor operational control. This includes the emissions of contractors and
subcontractors when delivering on projects or events commissioned by the council. As well as the
GHG emissions release in the production of any goods purchased by the council or their contractors
on their behalf.
The ISO 146004-1 (2018) standard allows for the omission of indirect emissions where they are either
too costly or impractical to quantify12. Due to the lack of available data for the reporting period, scope
3 emissions were not quantified for this report. This is not to say there are none, it is likely that these
make up a large proportion of the GHG emissions associated with the council and every effort must
be made to minimise these.

9

See Appendix 3
2019 EPC for the Beethoven Centre
11
See Appendix 4
12
See Appendix 1
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Scope 3 emissions (t CO2e)

0

Removals
As of yet the council has no GHG sinks or carbon removals to report.

GHG removals (t CO2e)

7

0

Carbon Offset Strategy
The council must focus on rapid decarbonisation of all operations in order to reduce emissions as
much as possible by 2022. It is likely that there will still be some unavoidable emissions by this point
and going forwards.
In order to achieve carbon neutrality the council has two options:
1. Purchase verifiable carbon credits through the voluntary offset market.
The self-regulated voluntary offset market allows companies and individuals to offset their emissions
outside of the regulated compliance market— the UN approved carbon trading system established by
the Kyoto Protocol13. The council does not currently have any legal obligation under the compliance
market.
Carbon credits purchased in this way can represent a variety of projects from investment in green
technologies to reforestation. They are often tied in with international development objectives, so are
based in developing countries.
Any carbon offsetting relies on the integrity of the credits and as such extreme caution should be
taken when selecting carbon credits for purchase. They should be recently created and purchased
from a registry with high vetting standards, examples of these include:
●

Verified Carbon Standard (VCS)14

●

Gold Standard15

●

Plan Vivo16
2. Fund carbon offset projects in the local area.

Rather than investing in international offset schemes there are several initiatives that QPCC could
look into to sequester carbon dioxide locally. Encourage the ‘greening’ of housing estates by WCC
and housing associations through; the planting of native rapid growing trees and shrubs; living green
13

Voluntary Offset Programs
VERRA — Standards fo a Sustainable Future
15
Gold Standard Marketplace Gold Standard Marketplace
16
Plan Vivo Foundation – For Nature, Climate and Communities
14
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walls and roofs. Using the green spaces available in the ward more efficiently by planting trees and
shrubs in blank green spaces to include a greater deal of carbon sequestration.The carbon
sequestration of any tree or shrub planting can be validated using the Woodland Carbon Code17. The
council could also consider developing community energy schemes such as the one launched in
North Kensington18, the offset of which could be counted in their carbon offset strategy.
Local carbon offset projects not only offer the benefits of helping the council reach their emissions
targets but can offer the opportunity for community engagement and improving the aesthetics of the
built environment. The investment also helps to contribute to the local economy and in the case of
community energy projects can help to alleviate fuel poverty in the ward.

17
18
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Woodland Carbon Code
North Kensington Community Energy

Recommendations
*Highlighted recommendations have been agreed as priorities by the Climate Emergency Working
Group.

Policy and Environmental Management
Current good practice:
●

QPCC has already declared a climate emergency and established the Climate Emergency
Working Group.

●

An ambitious target of reaching net-zero by May 2022 has been set.

Next Steps:
●

Recommend that the council note the audit and commit to working on priority

recommendations.*
●

Officers to ensure that an annual environmental review is undertaken and presented to the

council, including progress on any recommendations and an emissions comparison with the
benchmark set out in this report.*
●

All job descriptions to be amended in consultation with staff to include the responsibility to

work towards the council’s goal of net-zero emissions by 2022.*
●

The Neighbourhood Plan to be revisited to include policies which facilitate a Net Zero

Queen’s Park.
●

Investigate and encourage (through funding or otherwise) local proposals for carbon offset

that the council can invest in to offset their residual emissions.*
●

Include a ‘Net Zero Queen’s Park Community Council’ section on the website where residents

can access information on what action the council has taken to reduce their carbon emissions and
what residents can do to reduce theirs..*
●

Launch a Net Zero Queen’s Park Day to facilitate community engagement around the issue

and encourage local partnerships.
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Office Use
Current good practice:
●

All lights and computers are switched off in the evening.

Next Steps:
●

Lobby the Beethoven Centre to switch to a renewable energy tariff.

●

Lobby the Beethoven Centre to undertake an environmental audit of the premises and

support them in implementing any recommendations to improve the energy efficiency and move
towards decarbonisation.*
●

Switch all internal printing to 100% post-consumer waste recycled paper such as Evolve.

Publicise this change to encourage local businesses and residents to do the same.*

Procurement
Current good practice:
●

The current supplier used for the printing of the Voice is ISO 146001 (2015) accredited with

an environmental management system in place at their printing site19.
Next steps:
●

Any future contracts to include a stipulation that the contractor is working towards net

neutrality with suppliers to be ISO 146001 accredited.*
●

Request that all external printing is done on 100% post-consumer waste recycled paper.

Events
Current good practice:

19

●

Plastic free events have been trialled.

●

Disposable gloves are not used at events.

John Good — Environmental Policy
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●

A local contractor was used for all events in the reporting period.

●

There was a Dr Bike20 stall, offering free repairs and advice, at the 2019 summer festival.

●

Vegan food was available at the 2019 summer festival.

Next steps:
●

Ensure there are always inexpensive low carbon alternatives to food and drink provision and

ensure these are signposted with information about the associated emissions.*
●

Avoid using disposable plates, cups and cutlery by subsidising discounts from caterers for

customers that bring their own.*
●

Consider food miles when choosing food and drinks. Ideally, all food and drink should be

grown in the UK and organic.
●

Any printing to be done on 100% post-consumer waste recycled paper.*

●

Events committee to review future events in consultation with the Climate Emergency

Working Group on new plans/ Ensure one member of the Climate Emergency Working Group is
present for the review and planning of future events.
●

Host stalls which focus on repairing and upcycling.

●

Events contractors to quantify emissions associated with council run events using an

emissions calculator such as the one launched by BP Target Neutral 21.*
●

Events contractors to commit to minimising associated emissions as much as possible by

May 2022. Any residual emissions after this date to be offset through the purchase of regulated
carbon offsets. QPCC to contribute 50% of any offset costs.*

Open Spaces
Current good practice:
●
20
21

A community orchard has been planted in Queen’s Park Gardens.

London Bike Hub — Dr Bike
Events | Calculate and offset your emissions | bp Target Neutral
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●

QPCC managed allotments on the Mozart estate.

●

A managed wildlife area in Queen’s Park Gardens.

Next steps:
●

Consult with Friends of Queen’s Park Gardens, Hammersmith Community Gardens

Association and Westminster City Council to develop a biodiversity plan for open spaces in the ward.
●

Develop ideas for maximising the use of blank green spaces (maintained lawns) across the

ward to increase carbon sequestration and biodiversity.
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